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Introduction

Doha is growing in importance as a major metropolis in the Persian gulf. People form all over the world 
have been taking notice of its recent urban and architectural projects.  The urban space of Doha is growing, 
just as other seaports - e.g. Barcelona, Naples, Genoa... – did before. Even though this expansion might 
not evolve with the same intensity as in these cities it faces similar challenges when improving its links to 
the water.
 
The design task for the whole of Doha Corniche is a chance in long and short terms to develop Doha´s  
important potential as result of its situation near the sea and to underscore its identity as a waterfront city 
by implementing a high quality environmental design.

There are, of course, some existing and planned design elements which cannot be altered and must be 
considered and incorporated in our design plans.  Our goal as designers is based on a  premise that does 
not question the functionality of the individual areas but suggest spaces that will compliment each other 
and simultaneously be autonomous.

Our design concept for the Corniche and the focused areas reflects Doha´s tradition as well as its 
modernity. The goals and design measures were defined on the basis of the INNOCENT design brief of 
April 2003. Because of the complexity of the task, in our opinion, a conceptual correction with regard to 
traffic and urban structure is required.

Above all our Concept has been defined by focusing on the landscape planning and landscape architectural 
aspects. In addition to the Corniche, the Museumpark, Al Diwan, Dhow Harbour and North Corniche Park 
have also been highlighted.
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North Central South

The Bays of Doha

Residence and Recreation Urban Museum Bay
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Geographic Situation of Doha
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The Bays of Doha

The North Bay: Residences and Recreation
The diplomatic district, the residential areas, the university and the golf club in the northern bay form an 
area which in structure and function has been defined by living and recreation. With regard to geography 
and urban design it is right to further develop the residential function of the northern bay with recreational 
aspects.

The Central Bay: The Corniche, the Promenade
The central bay, comprising the Sheraton complex, the North Corniche Park, the Al Bida Park, the national 
library, Al Diwan and the Dhow Harbour, is because of its postion and the planned urban development a 
symbol for urbanity and at the same time highly important for recreation. The Corniche as a can be seen 
as a ´Plaza´ which should be developed as a link between downtown and the north and south bay using 
architectural and landscape architectural means to form a unique identity.

The South Bay:  Museum Bay
In the South bay the museums and the Museumpark, the Harbour, Watersport facilities and the southern 
promenade form a cultural centre. By moving the seaport to another location as discussed, this bay can 
become a potential site of culture and watersports with a small harbour.
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The Corniche

In order to develop the urban character of the Corniche it is necessary to strengthen the attachment 
between city and shore, to improve the integration and quality of the existing soft landscape and to 
redefine the promenade.
Therefore we aesthetically and functionally restructured the whole area between the urban edge up to the 
Waterline. Identity and quality of stay will be developed with various design elements.

Along the Corniche – from the Museumpark up to North Corniche Park – a sequence of specifically designed 
places will be defined. Their location is defined by the urban structure and traffic nodes.

The basic element of these interventions is a ´pocketpark´. this for example could be an ornament garden 
in arabic-islamic garden-tradition, framed by a shade-giving wooden roof. At their sides the pocketparks 
are surrounded by picnic lawns and trees. At the seaside they border on a spacious promenade with 
seating elements as well as Cafés and tea houses along the waterline.
All this is made possible by an enlargement of the soft landscape as a result of moving the walkway in the 
direction of the sea.

On the cityside, landmarks such as towers or public art projects direct  the attention to the pocket parks. 
There will also be tram stops at each of them. The cross-section of the street will consist of a one-way 
street at the urban edge, flanked by car parking as well as a tramway.

In this way areas with different functions are being defined, such as picnic lawns for families – a ´salon 
oriental´ outdoors, an contemplative ornament garden, towers and public art projects as landmarks and 
meeting points, cafés and tea houses in the axis of the pocket parks. The adjacent promenade is designed 
with seating elements.

Different users such as families, young and old, groups, visitors, tourists.. find their respective place - the 
aesthetic quality which defines the Corniche´s new identity.
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Design Corniche
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View of Ornament Garden
Corniche -
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Corniche - View of Ornament Garden
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Corniche - Shading in the Ornament Garden
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Design Variations for the Waterfront/ existing Parapet

Shaded seats at the Corniche
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Traffic Links

The opening up of the Corniche is of course a matter of great importance.  In our opinion the 
dimensions of the road space as they are at present represent a huge obstacle to linking the 
Corniche with the city and to any development of urban space.  The present width of the road space 
on the Corniche at least justifies a rethink of the traffic concept as it has been up until now and to 
redirect part of the traffic onto the second ring road.  The inner ring road for example lends itself 
to being transformed into a one-way system from north to south.  This might even be two or three 
lanes wide.  In addition the east lane along the Corniche could be dedicated to a tramline stretching 
from the Museum Park in the south all the way to the North Park. The design allows for tram stops 
to be situated at every pocket garden. This would lead to an improvement not only of the quality 
of the development but also to a link-up of the urban space with the Corniche.  (Crossing one lane 
of traffic causes fewer problems than crossing a four-lane road).  Sinking the road in its present 
dimensions might only facilitate easier crossing but it would not improve the narrow restrictive 
conditions of the Corniche in the long term.
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The North Corniche Park

At the moment the North Park has mature plant cover but, owing to climatic conditions and actual 
usage, it is not particularly attractive.  In our concept the shade function of the North Park, taking 
into consideration the present vegetation, should be emphasised even more by purposefully 
introducing deciduous trees. The various uses – extensive/intensive, soft landscape/hard landscape 
– should be clearly defined in their locations in order to encourage the possibility of growth without 
them suffering damage, and access to the water via the steps should be reformulated.  The catering 
services should be positioned within the area between the Corniche and the soft green as well as 
nearer to the water.  It is here with the ponton and the piazzetta where the start of the promenade 
formulates.  The Corniche to the north west of the North Park across from the Sheraton Hotel should 
provide a continuation of the green element through lines of trees (tree canopies) complementing 
and relating to areas with existing hedge structure in the North Park as well as in this area.
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Landscape Design: North Corniche Park/ Project Zone 1
and Section through North Corniche Park
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Museumpark

Judging from the present plans for the Museum of Islamic Art we see the projected museums as 
being in dialogue with the planned Museum of Islamic Art building.  The whole ensemble should 
be embedded in a total entity within the institutions envisaged as museums for the automobile, 
sport, and communications centre.  Within the central configuration there should be a modern one 
with elements of traditional Islamic garden culture. This cultural centre will also be afforded dignity 
through the external surroundings and at the same time provide a link from the east/harbour with a 
similarly dignified approach to the east.  It is also at this place, through the entire museum complex 
including the National Museum, that an identifying feature will be created –“museums in park and 
gardens”.
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Landscape and Urban Design:
Museumpark/ Project Zone 7
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Museumpark - View from East
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Museumpark - View from South
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Museumpark - View from West
Piazzeta, Ornament Garden, Plaza
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Dhow Harbour

The link-up between the Corniche and the Urban space to the west is to be achieved by upgrading 
the design of locations of urban significance such as the Dhow Harbour.  Here the link to the old 
part of the city should be of great importance, as should also the design of the harbour in respect to 
restaurant services, commerce and events. The design of the quay bank with pavilion like buildings 
opens up opportunities for commercial and cultural activities for the whole region.  On the west 
periphery the harbour together with the Corniche and a piazzetta provide opportunities for holding 
events in public areas.  With the axis between the piazzetta in the old part of the city and in the 
harbour a link is created between both parts of the city.
Along the axis to the old part of the city tree canopies form a spatial division in this area. Here the 
element of shade is of primary importance.  Lines of trees planted in parking lots create the green 
element and present spatial unity.
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Landscape Design: Dhow Harbour/ Project Zone 6

Boat Moorings

Cafe / Kiosk / Teahouse

Parking under Tree Roof

Piazzeta in the Old City

Connection between 
Old City and Dhow Harbour

Parking under Tree Roof

Piazzeta

Kiosks
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Al Diwan

The valuable complex in Al Diwan is to be enhanced in its representativeness through landscaping 
and garden elements.  Its estimable composition is to be expanded on the north side, albeit with a 
topographical break. An oasis of similar garden structures will be constructed there and emphasise 
the special characteristics of the location, especially the cultural and historical identity of the Oasis 
garden with its palm trees, gardens and fruit.
On the north side avenues of trees pointing towards the city area create a design element, which 
forms a spatial frame for the mosque, the clock tower and the ottoman buildings.  The parking lots 
on the north side will be situated under trees and thus visually integrated.  The open-air theatre will 
assume the spatial and topographical dimensions of the Oasis gardens.  The garden theatre will be 
located with a backdrop of the park and the Oasis garden.
The traffic link from the north to the Al Diwan residence will eventually be linked to the oasis garden 
by a bridge.
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Landscape Design: Al Diwan
Project Zone 5
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Al Diwan - Sketch Study - Proportion of Oasis Garden

Bridge at Entrance Al Diwan Residence
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Green Frameworks

From the standpoint of landscape planning, the whole area between the Corniche and 
the second ring road, “Majlis el Iaawonstreet”, is to be enhanced with green elements 
to complement the Al Bida Park.  This area is home to both public green zones as well 
as private ones but from the point of view of urban design it offers potential to become 
a green framework for the development of the whole city.  Apart from being useful the 
green structures can provide both aesthetic as well as ecological quality.
The green framework is to be designed expansively– both public and private green areas, 
as patchwork – in semi-public areas, and linearly – in the urban space and private areas. 
Here the green element will be the green framework that creates the green links to what 
already exists and, in building complexes such as those in the Al Diwan or the Al Bida 
Park, it can transform the space in a structurally positive way as far as ecology (e.g. shade 
function) and urban planning (green belt – transition to urban space) are concerned. 
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Green Framework Structure
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Commercial-Semi-Public-Areas

A relationship between public, semi-public, commercial and private spaces is frequently 
realised by making use of green links.  The green links are often comprised of large 
interrelated green areas, of green areas within the precincts of commercial administrative 
centres, of avenues in urban surrounds, or the planting of greenery in parking lots and 
public squares.  Such initiatives can contribute to a substantial improvement of living 
standards as well as enhancing the cityscape.
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Green Framework Structure and 
Commercial and Semi-Public Green
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Gardens in residential areas and garden allotments

Here in the same way the extremely significant potential should be reinforced. Innumerable small 
front gardens or courtyard gardens along with garden allotments make up an important element 
of urban design from both the ecological as well as the aesthetic standpoint and in the long term 
contribute to an enrichment of a settlement’s living standards, which would be of great significance 
here in Doha especially when the climatic conditions are taken into account. 
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Green Framework Structure / 
Commercial and Semi-Public Green and 

Gardens in Residential Areas and Alotments
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Short- and Longterm Green Space Development in and around Doha
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The Oriental Salon

Apart from the ornamental gardens of the various locations we believe it is important to make a 
landmark out of the ensemble that consists of Qatar’s National Library, Post Office, sports field and 
state plaza in order to emphasise the urban significance of this central area.  At one and the same 
time two axial lines with the state plaza and buildings under conservation create both an ensemble 
as well as a focus point in the landscape.  Here on the state plaza an “oriental salon” is to be erected.  
It will be a meeting place with a café and facilities for concerts, music and theatre – an edifice that is 
transparent and which at the same time, through its shape and geometric form will be an invitation 
into the ocean.  At eventide it will be possible to open its rooftops.  It will make an experience out 
of views onto the water and the city.  The oriental salon will take on a different form in the picnic 
areas.
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The Oriental Salon outside in the Garden The Oriental Salon inside in the event construction
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Silhouettes

In the light of recent social, economic and political developments Doha is in the process 
of becoming an important city. At the same time towns and metropoles in the immediate 
vicinity of Qatar are under development. We believe that the ecological and climatic 
conditions should form an integral part of these development plans and that urban design 
should be seen as an improvement of living standards and a cultural awakening.  But above 
all it should contribute towards the creation and nurture of living space in the tradition of 
Qatar using modern methods. The city should become a magnetic attraction. in the region.
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Spatial Structure Al DiwanSpatial Structure

Oasis Garden - Al Diwan

North Park

Museum of Photography  Area

Museum Park

Salon Oriental Structure

Spatial Composition National Library and Plaza
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Superposition Planning + Status Quo and Alternative

It would be possible to implement our proposals immediately concerning the Corniche without any 
disruption to traffic or economic and social use, thus leading to long-term improvement of the 
urban space.  Vital measures can be conducted from the ocean.
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Trees

Albizia lebbek (Lebbek)   Dense shade withperfumed 
flowersat night
Azadirachta indica (Neem)   Vigorous tree with dense foliage
Conocarpus erectus (Button mangrove) Quick-growing, easily shaped
Delonix regia (Poinciana)   Beautiful red flowers, fine foliage
Ficus altissima (Teen species)  Shady, rounded canopy
Ficus retusa      Dark green, can be clipped to 
shape
Ficus religiosa    Rustling, heart-shaped leaves
Peltophorum inerme (Yellow flame tree) Good shade, covered in yellow 
flowers
Terminalia catappa (Louz hindi)  Horizontal branches, deep shade

Palm trees

Cocos nucifera    Coconut palm
Phoenix dactylifera    Date palm
Roystonea regia    Royal palm
Washingtonia filifera   Fan palm

Other attractive trees, which grow well on the Arabian Gulf, may also be 
planted:

Millingtonia hortensis   Tall, slender, very fragrant
Polyalthia longifolia pendula  Column-shaped 
Pongamia glabra    Dense glossy foliage, pink flowers
Prosopis cineraria    Beautiful, weeping shape

    

Hedges

There are many shrubs suitable for planting and trimming as a hedge:

Clerodendron inerme (dark green leaves, small white flowers)
Duranta repens (small blue flowers, orange berries)
Dodonea viscosa (bright green leaves) 
Nerium oleander (as a screen with white, pink or red flowers) 
Lawsonia inerme (planted for its beautiful scent) 
Myrtus communis (dark green, small leaves)
Vitex trifoliata (grey-green, round leaves)

Ground cover

Apart from the use of grass as a lawn there are several low growing 
shrubs, which can be planted as lawn substitutes or for their colour and 
texture. Broad swathes should be created:

Althernanthera versicolor (Small, red, yellow or green leaves)
Carissa ‘green carpet’ (Dark green leaves, fragrant star flowers)
Gazania species (Bright yellow flowers against grey foliage)
Lantana montividensis (Startling pink flowers)
Malephora crocea (and other varieties of Ice Plant)
Pennisetum setaceum (Fountain grass, beautiful silky plumes, swaying 
in the wind)
Rhoeo discolor (Spiky green and purple leaves
Rosmarinus officinalis (Flat growing herb)
Setcreasia purpurea (Very bright purple foliage)
Wedelia trilobata (Rich green with yellow flowers)

The planting concept of the Area Corniche and the Parks should be bold and dense. It should comprise 3 basic components:
shade-giving, flowering trees + palm trees for avenue character hedges for enclosure and screening, spatial definition ground cover in the form of grass lawn 
or low, flowering shrubs. Where required some of the plants will also be clipped into shape to introduce a formal element into the design. 
The following list contains a basic planting palette for the Corniche and the Parks.
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